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Alfons Mucha is very famous even abroad. He is a famous Czech painter, decorative artist and the artist of 

the Art Nouveau style. He painted Slovanská epopej and posters.  

Jan Zrzavý, Josef Mánes or Mikuláš Aleš is well-know too.  

The artist Václav Hollar became famous abroad for his engravings of London. 
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1) The children painted their pets in the art lesson.  

2) She never paints because she is not good at it.  

3) Can you choose the best painters of all time? 

4) Mona Lisa is a very beautiful painting.  

5) He has bought different cans/tins of paint than I wanted. 

6) The wall needs another coat. Do you have more paint?  

7) Don't touch it. The paint is still wet. Wait until it dries.  

8) The artist used several layers of paint here.  

9) He only uses oil paints for his paintings so I will buy new tubes of oil paints for his birthday. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_Nouveau


10) The painter needs two buckets of paint. 

 

1) pottery - e) a skill or art of making pots out of clay/the products made from clay  

2) artist - g) a person whose job is to produce art, e.g. painter, sculptor 

3) gallery - d) a place where you can see paintings, sculptures and other work of art  

4) ceramics - f) pots, vase or mugs made from clay/the art of making containers from clay  

5) sculpture - h) a kind of a statue of a person or an object made from stone, wood etc./the art of making 

these things  

6) painter - c) a person who makes pictures, usually by using brushes and paints  

7) studio - b) a room where an artist, such as a painter or sculptor, works  

8) decorator - a) a person whose job is to paint and decorate houses and buildings  

 

1) circus - h) a show performed in a large tent by acrobats and trained animals  

2) acrobat - l) a person who works in a circus and can walk on ropes or balance on hands  

3) tightrope - e) a rope stretched between two small platforms in a circus for acrobats to walk along  

4) zoo - j) a place like a large garden where you can watch many animals (usually in cages)  

5) keeper - b) a person whose job is to take care of a place (a park/a building...) or animals (in a zoo...)  

6) funfair - k) a park with rides (such as a Ferris wheel, rollercoaster...), stalls, souvenirs  

7) rollercoaster - f) a very exciting ride at an amusement park that takes people in small cars travelling on 

narrow tracks up and down, into sharp bends, steep drops  

8) amusement park/funfair - i) a park with rides (such as a Ferris wheel, rollercoaster), stalls, souvenirs  

9) ride - g) a thing at an amusement park that people travel on for fun, such as a rollercoaster, haunted house  

10) carnival - a) a place where there are rides (such as a Ferris wheel, rollercoaster), stalls, souvenirs 

11) slide - c) a thing on which things or people can slide down on/to move smoothly over a surface without 

moving your feet or without turning wheels 

12) swing - d) a seat hanging from something that you can sit on and move back and forth for fun  

 

1) She studies photography at university.       2) You can learn digital photography with me.  

3) I like reading photography magazines.       4) The bag was full of photographic equipment.  

5) She looks beautiful in this photo.        6) This is my older son in this photo. 

7) I don't photograph well.         8) Can you take my picture?  

9) Who took this picture?         10) I love taking pictures.  

11) The police officer photographed the scene of the crime.  12) My father is a photographer. 

13) I love going through old family photographs in the winter time.  

 

1) l, 2) k, 3) d, 4) m, 5) g, 6) c, 7) h, 8) e, 9) a, 10) i, 11) j, 12) b, 13) f 


